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1. Introduction

The premise of this work is that distributed multi-party protocols (DMP) such as virtual synchrony [7], two-phase commit [43], or Paxos [30] are becoming increasingly important and used pervasively, and that further advances will require that developers be able to design their own DMPs. Our goal is to provide a simple, yet expressive protocol definition language that allows developers to express desired DMP semantics concisely, using high-level constructs. We’d like the logical flow of protocol state and decisions to be readily understood from the code, not obfuscated by low-level operations such as sending individual network messages from A to B.

Programming DMPs is inherently difficult [40], but it can be simplified by tools that promote a separation of concerns. Developers should be able to specify the semantics and logical control flow without having to explicitly handle physical aspects, such as failures, timeouts, network topology, and organizing nodes into trees, rings, or other scalable structures; the latter can and should be treated as orthogonal, much as compiler optimizations in C++ are orthogonal to the semantics of code. To enable this, we need a set of programming abstractions that are powerful enough to express commonly used DMPs, but that leave enough flexibility for the compiler to generate scalable code. This inherent tension between expressiveness and compiler flexibility has been the key factor that shaped our approach and our design decisions, and that distinguishes this work from the existing protocol languages.

Before going further, let’s elaborate on some of the points we made earlier. First, we’ve stated that DMPs are becoming increasingly important, and used pervasively. In the past few decades, DMPs have been used mostly in data centers, financial institutions, or military settings, for example, to replicate services and data, for load-balancing or fault-tolerance [33], or to coordinate configuration changes and synchronize access to services [9]. In this model, DMPs ran mostly among servers in data centers, whereas the larger Web has remained predominantly client-server: home user’s machines wouldn’t communicate with each other. In other work [36], we argued that this is bound to change. Home user’s computers, equipped with ever-increasing amounts of memory and multi-core CPUs, are getting faster, whereas web content providers are stumbling over scalability as their users bases expand. Many classes of dynamic, interactive, short-lived content (collabo-
ative work, interactions in virtual worlds and online games) can’t easily be cached and indexed, and may be hard to scale by adding more servers. It is only natural to off-load servers by pushing data out of data centers, and towards the clients.

Technologies based on this idea already exist. In our live distributed objects (LO) platform [1], every visual element on an interactive web page – a chat window, a video stream, a shared document – can be individually powered by a DMP; its content doesn’t reside on a remote server; it is replicated among the clients, in a peer-to-peer fashion. The DMP running among the clients ensures that all replicas stay in sync¹. The creators of Smalltalk [24] used similar approach as a basis of their Croquet [44] platform; 3D objects in their virtual space are replicated with a variant of 2PC [43]. Darkstar [45] and several other [13, 46] projects also fall into this category. Each of these technologies leads to a pervasive use of DMPs.

The second premise of our work is that programmers will want to build their own DMPs. Distributed computing forces them to choose between reliability, scalability, performance and persistence, and different applications require a different balance. For example, the version of reliable multicast DMP used for database replication in a financial institution would require a consensus semantics, but wouldn’t need to scale to thousands of nodes, whereas the variant of reliable multicast used to synchronize players in an online multi-player game (MMORPG), or clients watching a streaming movie, would require excellent scalability at the cost of weaker guarantees.

In other work [36], we pointed out that even for a seemingly simple task such as collaborative editing, there exists a surprising variety of different approaches that rely on different ways of locking, reconciliation, or flavors of multicast, often fine-tuned to the particular application domain. The analogy to Java or .NET collections seems appropriate: even though many applications do not require custom collections, and can be built using the small set of standard abstractions, such as lists, arrays, or hash tables, those who build high-performance or scalable systems often design their own custom collections optimized for their specific applications. Compared to collections, DMPs and their tradeoffs can be even more complex and diverse. Hence, this type of flexibility is essential.

Designing DMPs in languages such as Java is hard; popular toolkits like Ensemble [20], Spread [3], and Appia [34] have 25,000+ lines of code. Systems such as MACE [26] can remove much of the common programming burden, but programmers still have to think at the level of states, transitions, and network messages sent between pairs of nodes; this may be easy for loosely-coupled systems such as distributed hash tables (DHT), but it can be hard for DMPs. One way to simplify the process is by composing pre-existing reusable protocol layers in DMP composition toolkits such as Ensemble, Spread, Appia, or BAST [17]. The latter approach is convenient, but it has its limitations. First, to achieve a high degree of flexibility, one needs a very large number of thin and simple protocol layers: Ensemble has 50; even then, flexibility is limited, for only certain combinations of layers make sense. Flexibility in these systems generally amounts to including (or not) certain functional layers, e.g., ordering, whereas to use a different ordering scheme, one generally has to develop a custom layer in Java; this, in turn, requires familiarity with the architecture of the DMP composition toolkit and its API. Finally, while the toolkits separate different functional layers from one-another, their functionality is often tightly coupled to implementation; for example, a layer that handles recovery, ordering, or stability may be hard-wired to aggregate its information in a particular manner, such as by using a leader or an all-to-all communication pattern, and may be unable to easily switch to gossip or structures such as trees and rings. The latter weakness applies also to MACE and other systems that require the programmer to work at the level of state transitions and network packets; code that maintains distributed structures becomes intermingled with and essentially inseparable from the core semantics and logical information flow.

In this paper, we advocate a radically different approach: we propose a few simple generic abstractions that can be easily composed to express semantics as diverse as distributed agreement and leader election, that can be stacked hierarchically to express scalable hierarchical protocols, and that can themselves be implemented in a variety of ways, such as by using token rings, trees, gossip, or IP multicast. Protocols in our language are compact and easy to reason about, while at the same time they leave the runtime a high degree of flexibility in mapping our language constructs to executable code.

Before continuing, it may be helpful to the reader to skim over examples of protocols to get the feel of our language. In the paper we present the code for distributed locking (Figure 6), loss recovery (Figure 10), leader election (Figure 17), barrier synchronization (Figure 18), distributed agreement (Figure 20), and atomic delivery (Figure 19), and hierarchical variants of leader election (Figure 23) and recovery (Figure 26). Note the use of set operators such as ∪ or intersect in the code of loss recovery, atomic delivery, and agreement, and the use of recursion in hierarchical examples. The use of aggregation to implement global decisions, set calculus for batched processing, and recursion for hierarchical scalability are the three core concepts that underpin our approach.

In order to fully explain our examples, we need to discuss the semantics of our programming constructs; in particular, the definitions and properties of flows (Section 2.2) and their dependencies (Section 2.4). For this reason, most examples are presented fairly late in the paper, starting on page 12. The reader may find it helpful to only skim over formal notation on the initial reading. We tried to illustrate all of the essential concepts through figures and concrete examples.

This paper makes the following contributions:

• It proposes a new programming abstraction, a distributed data flow, and describes the four basic types of operations that can be performed on flows: disseminations, transfor-

¹ We encourage the reader to watch the videos on our project’s website [1].
Each running instance of a DMP involves a group of proxies, some local state and interacts with local applications and the channels. We refer to these as is the basic unit of composition and means of encapsulation. It presents the code of a variety of protocols and explains how to reason about their semantics; in particular, it illustrates the practical role of different flavors of aggregation. It proposes a new approach to modeling strong semantics through monotonic aggregation: a new concept that is intuitive, very cheap to implement, and extremely versatile. It proposes a new use of the set arithmetic, as a means of expressing batched processing in distributed protocols. It briefly discusses a space-bounded variant of it used in our platform, and demonstrates its use in example protocols.

It proposes a new use of recursion, as a means of expressing hierarchical architectures in distributed protocols. Using an example, it briefly explains how a simple recursive program in our language can be automatically expanded to form a complex hierarchical distributed structure.

It describes a new type of concern separation enabled by our approach: the decoupling of the logical structure and semantics of distributed protocols from the construction and maintenance of hierarchical structures and the manner in which information is disseminated and aggregated.

It shows how the global behavior of a distributed protocol can be modeled in a purely functional style: the four basic operations on flows could be viewed as purely functional.

2. Language

2.1 Objects

As noted earlier, the approach proposed here builds upon and extends our live distributed objects (LO) [37] model; hence, we start by introducing LO (for more detail, see [36, 37]).

Each physical machine participating in the execution of a DMP runs a piece of code (the protocol stack) that maintains some local state and interacts with local applications and the local OS. We refer to such running piece of code as a proxy. Each running instance of a DMP involves a group of proxies on multiple physical computers, sending network packets to one-another. We refer to this group of proxies collectively as a live distributed object, or a live object (LO) (Figure 1). LO is the basic unit of composition and means of encapsulation in our model; it serves similar purposes as an object in Java.

Method calls and callbacks between the applications and the DMP’s protocol stack are modeled as events (messages). The API exposed by the DMP is modeled as a set of message channels. We refer to these as endpoints. The term endpoint instance refers to a particular message channel exposed by a single specific proxy. To say that object $O$ exposes endpoint $I$ means that every proxy of $O$ exposes an instance of $I$, and all instances carry messages of the same types. A proxy may expose multiple endpoint instances for a variety of purposes; in particular, to interact with proxies of application objects, proxies of objects that are recursively embedded (Figure 2), and infrastructure services. All interactions between a proxy and its environment are tunneled through endpoint instances.

LO can be recursively nested by embedding their proxies inside of one-another, and composed by connecting endpoint instances exposed by pairs of their proxies (Figure 2).

Referring to a running DMP instance as an object might at first seem awkward, but our objects are not much different from those in Smalltalk [24]; they interact via messages, and they may encapsulate internal state and threads of execution. The only difference is that state and execution encapsulated within a live object are distributed in the sense that they reside (occur) in multiple locations at a time; each proxy carries a portion of each logical unit of a live object’s state, and each can take independent actions. This distributed perspective on state and execution is important; it underpins the distributed flow definition in Section 2.2, which is central to this paper.

![Figure 1. A live distributed object exists simultaneously in multiple locations: it consists of a group of communicating proxies (here $P_1$, $P_2$, and $P_3$), with their internal local states and all network packets flowing between them. The proxies’ local states and network communication are the live object’s internals, invisible from the outside. An object interacts with its software environment by passing messages via endpoint instances: local message channels exposed by all its proxies.](image1)

![Figure 2. Live objects can be composed by connecting endpoint instances exposed by their proxies (here $A$, $B$ are composed this way). A composite object ($C$) can have embedded objects ($A$, $B$). Proxies of these embedded objects ($A_k$, $B_k$) are encapsulated inside proxies of the composite object ($C_k$).](image2)
2.2 Flows

We define a distributed data flow, or simply a data flow (DF), as a set of messages of the given type appearing on instances of the given endpoint exposed by the given object (Figure 3). As mentioned earlier, the individual messages may represent method calls and callbacks between proxies of the object and their local environments. We assume that all messages in the given DF always flow in the same direction, i.e., either into or out of its object’s proxies. To specify the direction, we call a DF an input or output flow of the given object, respectively. Note that one object’s output flow will normally be an input flow of another object (Figure 3). Finally, if objects A, B are embedded in a composite object C (Figure 2), flows between A and B are said to be encapsulated in C (or internal to C).

**Example 1.** Suppose a certain application object A uses a distributed lock object B (Figure 3). Whenever a proxy of A running on node \( x \) wishes to acquire or release the distributed lock, it makes a call to its local proxy of B; we represent this as a message \( \text{wants}(b) \) carrying a Boolean value \( b \in \mathbb{B} (\mathbb{B} = \{\text{false}, \text{true}\}) \), \( b = \text{true} \) if the lock is to be acquired, and \( b = \text{false} \) if it is to be released. The set of all messages \( \text{wants}(b) \) generated by A’s proxies across all the nodes, and at any time, constitutes a distributed data flow from A to B. By convention, we name flows after the messages they carry, and the type of a flow is determined by the type of the values. In this case, a Boolean flow named \( \text{wants} \) is an output of A, and an input to B; it carries the distributed information about the willingness to acquire the lock from proxies of A into B.

Similarly, suppose that each time a proxy of B invokes a callback to notify its local proxy of A that it was granted or denied the lock, we model this as a message \( \text{holds}(b) \), where \( b = \text{true} \) if the lock was granted, and \( b = \text{false} \) otherwise. The set of all messages \( \text{holds}(b) \), generated by B’s proxies, again forms a Boolean flow, this time from B back to A. The flow \( \text{holds} \) carries distributed information about the ownership of the lock. The locking object B can be thought of as a sort of distributed “transformation” of \( \text{wants} \) into \( \text{holds} \).

It might be useful to think of input and output flows as the analogues of formal parameters and return values of methods in Java; indeed, as the above example suggests, most objects generate output flows that carry various decisions, calculated in response to requests in the input flows. Likewise, internal flows may be thought of as the analogues of private fields of a Java class. This is true in a fairly literal sense: flows in our language are the means of storing and communicating state.

Each message \( m \in \alpha \) in a flow \( \alpha \) is formally modeled as a quadruple of the form \( m = (x, t, k, v) \); \( x \) is the location at which the message flows, \( t \) is the time at which this happens, \( k \) is a version number it is tagged with, and \( v \) is the value it carries. Given message \( m \), the elements of the quadruple are denoted as \( \chi(m) \), \( \tau(m) \), \( \kappa(m) \), and \( \nu(m) \), and the sets of all locations, times, versions, and values are denoted as \( \mathcal{X}, \mathcal{T}, \mathcal{K}, \) and \( \mathcal{V} \), respectively. The set of all flows is denoted as \( \mathcal{F} \); by definition, \( \mathcal{F} \subset \mathcal{X} \times \mathcal{T} \times \mathcal{K} \times \mathcal{V} \). Not all sets of quadruples are considered flows; only those that occur in real systems\(^2\). Sets \( \mathcal{T}, \mathcal{K}, \) and \( \mathcal{V} \) are assumed to be linearly\(^3\) ordered by \( \preceq \).

For the sake of simplicity, we’ll think of locations \( x \in \mathcal{X} \) as physical nodes, although formally, each location identifies a single endpoint instance, and a single continuous period of time while this endpoint instance remains connected to some other endpoint instance. To understand this, consider Example 1. Every time the system is deployed onto a new node \( i \),

\(^{2}\) The complete formal model imposes a number of constraints that we omit to keep this presentation simple. For example, we assume that only finitely many messages can flow in a finite time interval and that \( \mathcal{T} \) is well-founded.

\(^{3}\) For the sake of simplicity, we’ll assume linear ordering wherever possible. The definitions and theorems we use carry over to the partial ordering case.

\(^{4}\) We treat \( \leq \) and \( < \) as “overloaded”: their meaning is clear from the context.
creates proxies $A_i$ and $B_i$, and connects endpoint instances, this newly established connection represents a new location, some $x \in X$. If proxy $A_i$ sends a message wants$(b)$ to $B_i$ to request the lock, this is modeled as $(x, t, k, b) \in \text{wants}$ for some $t \in T, k \in K$. If node $i$ later crashes and reboots, or if for some other reason proxies $A_i$ and $B_i$ get disconnected from each other and later reconnected, their new connection will be considered a different location $x' \neq x$. This approach corresponds to the widely-adopted fail-stop model [41].

If the connection between some pair of endpoint instances is established and never broken (the node never crashes, the two proxies keep executing, and neither explicitly terminates the connection), the corresponding location $x \in X$ is called live or permanent; otherwise, it is called transient. Locations at which messages appear in flow $\alpha$ are called the locations of $\alpha$, denoted as $X(\alpha)$, and formally defined as follows:

$$X(\alpha) = \{x \in X \mid \exists m \in \alpha \chi(m) = x\}. \quad (1)$$

The set of all permanent locations of $\alpha$ is denoted as $X^\infty(\alpha)$. For future use, we define $T(\alpha), K(\alpha), \Upsilon(\alpha)$ analogously, as the sets of all times, versions, and values of messages in $\alpha$.

Since nodes can join, leave, or fail, and endpoint instances can be disconnected and reconnected, a flow can have an unbounded set of locations, but at any given point in time, messages continue to appear only at a finite number of locations (Figure 4). One might think of the flow as (locally) ending at some locations even as it expands onto the new ones.

We assume that $T$ is a global, linearly ordered time. The time values $\tau(m)$ are not physically carried in messages, and are not observable; we use them only for modeling purposes. Only the version $\kappa(m)$ and value $\nu(m)$ are physically carried in a message $m$, and can be used as parts of the computation.

For now, it’s best to think of versions simply as sequence numbers increasing on each message (the general case is discussed later). We assume that for the same location $x$, messages with higher versions flow later. Formally, for each message pair $m, m' \in \alpha$ flowing in $\alpha \in F$, the following holds:

$$\chi(m) = \chi(m') \land \tau(m) < \tau(m') \Rightarrow \kappa(m) < \kappa(m'). \quad (2)$$

We also assume that at the same location $x$, messages tagged with the same version have the same value, as defined below:

$$\chi(m) = \chi(m') \land \kappa(m) = \kappa(m') \Rightarrow \nu(m) = \nu(m'). \quad (3)$$

The most important part of each message $m$ is, of course, the value $\nu(m)$ stored in it, and in the remainder of the paper we often discuss how values in different messages are related to one-another. To simplify formulas, we use a special notation: given $\alpha \in F, x \in X,$ and $k \in K$ if there exists $m \in \alpha$ that flows at $x$ with version $k$, the term $\alpha_x(k)$ represents the value $\nu(m)$ stored in it (or if no such $m$ exists, $\alpha_x(k)$ is undefined). Equation (3) guarantees that if $\alpha_x(k)$ is defined, it is unique. Formally, the following holds for all messages $m \in \alpha$:

$$\chi(m) = x \land \kappa(m) = k \Rightarrow \alpha_x(k) \overset{\text{def}}{=} \nu(m). \quad (4)$$

Note that neither of the equations discussed so far places any constraints on messages at different locations. A flow is said to be consistent if the following stronger requirement holds:

$$\kappa(m) = \kappa(m') \Rightarrow \nu(m) = \nu(m'). \quad (5)$$

For consistent $\alpha$, we can further shorten our simplified notation introduced above: instead of $\alpha_x(k)$, we write just $\alpha(k)$.

Consistency is a relatively strong property; it does not apply to most flows; normally, only output flows in objects that implement some variant of distributed agreement are consistent. In our language, consistent flows are produced using a mechanism called aggregation (discussed in Section 2.4.3).

A much more common property is for a flow to be weakly monotonic; in such flows, messages with higher versions, at the same location, must have larger values, as defined below:

$$\chi(m) = \chi(m') \land \kappa(m) \leq \kappa(m') \Rightarrow \nu(m) \leq \nu(m'). \quad (6)$$

Such flows are also called weakly increasing. Flows that are weakly monotonic with respect to the opposite order ($\geq$) are called weakly decreasing. If a flow is weakly increasing and weakly decreasing, it is constant. This is defined as follows:

$$\chi(m) = \chi(m') \Rightarrow \nu(m) = \nu(m'). \quad (7)$$

A flow is strongly monotonic (or monotonic) if monotonicity holds across locations, as defined below; terms (strongly) increasing and (strongly) decreasing are defined accordingly:

$$\kappa(m) \leq \kappa(m') \Rightarrow \nu(m) \leq \nu(m'). \quad (8)$$

It’s easy to verify that a monotonic flow is always consistent. As we explain later, monotonicity is the single most essential property in our model, and it is a universal tool for reasoning about the behaviors of the constructed protocols.

Neither of the flows wants or holds in Example 1 is monotonic (not even weakly) nor consistent, but as we’ll see in Section 2.3, the implementation of lock in our flow language involves an internal consistent flow to represent global state.

### 2.3 Programs

In this section, we introduce the formal language syntax. The essential rules are listed on Figure 5. For the sake of brevity, we omit rules for defining new data structures and arithmetic operators; these are similar as in Java. Our first example, the code of a distributed locking protocol, is shown on Figure 6. The language features it uses, and the embedded object stable-allocate, are gradually introduced in the following sections.

The definition of a new LO (syntax rule R10 on Figure 5) in its default form (object $i \{e_j, \ldots, e_k; c\}$) consists of the name of the object ($i$), definitions of all endpoints it exposes as its external interface ($e_j$), and code ($c$), which could declare internal flows ($e_j$ in rule R02). Endpoints and internal flows are the analogues of public methods and private fields of objects in Java. Endpoint definition (rule R04), like a method,
includes its name (i), signature (s), and code (c), and the definition of an internal flow (rules R17 and R05) includes the type of messages in the flow (t), optionally preceded with its properties, followed by name (i) and optionally, initial value (g). Properties (rule R11) mark flows as weakly or strongly increasing (up or s-up), weakly or strongly decreasing (down or s-down), consistent (same), or constant (const). Endpoint signatures (rule R14) resemble Java method signatures; they consist of the lists of all input (li) and output flows (lo).

In the second variant, the object definition doesn’t include the explicit endpoint declarations, but rather has the endpoint signature (s) following the object’s name. In this variant, the object is assumed to expose a single unnamed endpoint with this signature; this is the case for the lock object on Figure 6. This construction is conceptually similar to a .NET delegate.

Unlike the body of a Java method, the code (c) embedded in the endpoint definition (R04) doesn’t execute just once; it runs continuously, from the moment some endpoint instance is connected, until the moment when every endpoint instance is disconnected. As new messages appear in the input flows, the endpoint code may produce messages in either the output flows, or in the object’s internal flows. The code (c) should not be viewed as a sequential set of operations, but rather as a set of flow dependencies that execute concurrently, continuously, and as explained later, in a coordinated fashion.

Partitioning code among endpoint declarations allows the object’s proxies to behave differently depending on the functional roles they play. In the LO model, these roles depend on which endpoint instances are connected. For example, an object with replicated state might expose two endpoints, client for accessing the state, and replica for providing the storage. Code embedded in the body of endpoint replica would then run only among proxies that are hosted on servers, and have their replica endpoint instances connected (Figure 7). Code outside of endpoint definitions (c in rule R10) runs on proxies that have at least one instance of any endpoint connected; this is also the case for code in lines 02-05 on Figure 6.

Code consists mostly of dependencies (rule R03), which resemble assignments in Java. Each dependency defines a set of flows in terms of other flows. In the example on Figure 6, in line 04 internal flow owner is defined as the output flow of the embedded object stable.s élect, and in line 05, the output flow holds is defined in terms of flow owner. As mentioned earlier, our code is not sequential; all dependencies thus run in parallel, generating new messages in the dependent flows (those listed on the left side of the assignment operator := in rule R03) from those they depend on (on the right side of :=). In our example, whenever a message appears at the output of stable.s élect it is copied to the internal flow owner (line 04). This, in turn, causes expression in line 05 to recompute, and a new message flows in holds. Computation is event-driven, much as in rule-based systems using the Rete algorithm [15].

As suggested above, dependencies can refer to embedded objects (line 04). The other form is := [h] [i] [i'] (x1, ..., xk) R01: aggr. attrib. a ::= unordered | incomplete | uncoordinated
R02: code c ::= v1 ;...; vt ; l1 ;...; l k ;
R03: dependency d ::= i := x | t1 ;...; tk := [h] [i] [i'] (x1, ..., xk)
R04: endpoint e ::= endpoint i s { c } R05: flow f ::= p1 ;...; pk ; ti
R06: aggr. oper. g ::= or | and | max | add | mul | union | intersect
R07: hier. attrib. h ::= independently
R08: line of code l ::= { c } | { d } | where ( x ) c1 [ elsewhere c2 ]
R09: modifier m ::= other | fresh | some
R10: object o ::= object i { c1 ;...; c k ; c } |
R11: property p ::= stable | constant | up | down |
R12: constant q ::= b | n | { q1 ;...; qk } | q | ( q1 ;...; qk ) | id
R13: infix oper. r ::= | | ≤ | ≥ | ∧ | ∨ | + | − |
R14: signature s ::= ( f1 ;...; fl ) ; f1 ;...; fl
R15: type t ::= bool | int | ( t1 ;...; tk ) | { t } R16: unary oper. u ::= − |
R17: variable v ::= f | i
R18: expression x ::= [ m ] | i | q | u x | x + x | ( x1 ;...; x k ) |

Figure 5. The syntax rules of our distributed data flow language expressed in a notation similar to BNF. Keywords are bold, sans serif, and in blue, non-alphanumeric terminals are bold and in red, and non-terminals are italic. Optional occurrence of z is written as “[z]”. Subscripts and superscripts are not parts of non-terminal names; they’re used to distinguish between distinct occurrences. Repetition of a non-terminal z is expressed as “[z]...[z]” (or if y is a delimiter: “[z1...zk]”). We omit rules for identifiers (i), numbers (n), Booleans (b), and rules for defining custom (ordinary) data structures and arithmetic operators (these are similar to rules in Java).

01: object lock(bool wants) : bool holds { // endpoint sign.
02:   same int owner; // an internal consistent flow
03:   where (wants) // this determines who runs line 04
04:   owner := stable.s élect(id); // an embedded object
05:   holds := wants ∧ (owner = id); // flow dependency

Figure 6. The code of a distributed locking LO expressed in our language. Via an unnamed endpoint, an object named lock consumes a Boolean flow wants, and outputs a Boolean flow holds (line 01). It uses a consistent internal flow owner (line 02) to store the identifier of the node that holds the lock. All nodes that would like to acquire the lock (line 03) submit identifiers to the embedded object stable.s élect (line 04; for the code consult Figure 17). If the local id matches that of the leader, the proxy holds the lock (line 05). The result is stable until the lock owner quits (this is discussed in Section 2.4.3).
in rule R03 is like a method call: i is the embedded object’s name, \(i'\) is the optional name of one of \(i\)'s named endpoints if it has any (otherwise, we assume the unnamed endpoint is selected), flows \(i_j\) mirror \(i\)'s outputs and \(i\)'s inputs are fed from expressions \(x_j\). Each use of such dependency declares a separate embedded object, a single proxy of which is embedded in each proxy of the object being defined (Figure 8). Pairs of proxies communicate using their endpoint instances. The embedding object can programmatically connect or disconnect the endpoint instance it uses to talk to the embedded object, effectively activating or deactivating code in the latter (recall our earlier discussion, and the example on Figure 7).

For example, the conditional \textbf{where} statement in line 03 activates/deactivates the embedded proxy of \texttt{stable_elect} based on values in flow \texttt{wants}, so that only proxies that intend to grab the lock are participating in the leader election protocol.

Sometimes, one may wish to use multiple instances of the same type of object (e.g., multiple instances of \texttt{stable_elect}) for different purposes, or one may wish different sections of the code to interact with the embedded object using different endpoints. This is achieved by declaring embedded objects in the variables section (rule R17), via pattern \texttt{object \{h\} i i''}, where \(i\) identifies the object type (e.g., \texttt{stable_elect}), and \(i''\) is an alias that we’ll use to refer to a particular instance of it. When \(i''\) is substituted for \(i\) in \(i_1, \ldots, i_k := [h] i[i''](x_1, \ldots, x_k)\), the pattern doesn’t declare a new embedded object instance; it connects to the one we declared earlier with \texttt{object \{h\} i i''}.

For each input and output flow defined in endpoint signature (rule R14), and for each internal flow defined in the code (rule R02), every proxy keeps one message queue (Figure 8, Figure 9). The program on Figure 6 creates six such queues: two for flows \texttt{wants} and \texttt{holds} declared in \texttt{lock}’s endpoint signature (line 01), two for flows \texttt{candidate} and \texttt{leader} created by the recursively embedded proxy of \texttt{stable_elect}, one for the embedded flow \texttt{owner}, and one for \texttt{id} (line 05). Dependencies are generally implemented by pulling messages from some queues, transforming them and storing the results as messages in other queues. Often, this happens locally, but sometimes it involves coordination with other proxies.

As mentioned earlier, computations are event-driven. One can think of each running object as a Petri net [39], in which flows play the roles of locations, and dependencies the roles of transitions. Every time a new message appears in some of the flows that serve as sources of data for a dependency (the dependency’s \texttt{preset}), this triggers calculations and produces a message in the dependent flow (the dependency’s \texttt{postset}). One can also use the Petri net analogy at a more mechanical level, where the individual message queues play the roles of locations, and the computations play the roles of transitions.

The meaning of conditional \textbf{where} \(x\) \(c\) \textbf{elsewhere} \(c'\) is that code \(c\) is locally activated (and \(c'\) deactivated) at a proxy as soon as a message with value \texttt{true} flows in the local queue that is a part of the flow represented by \(x\), and likewise, \(c\) is deactivated (and \(c'\) activated) when a message with the \texttt{false} value appears in that queue. Initially, neither \(c\) nor \(c'\) is active. In case of embedded objects, \textbf{where} connects or disconnects endpoint instances. In dependencies, \textbf{where} suspends or resumes message exchange with queues corresponding to
flows used in \( c \) or \( c' \). For example, the where clause in line 03 on Figure 6 controls (locally at each proxy) whether messages can be put in the local queue \( \text{owner} \) or pulled from \( \text{id} \).

Flow \( \text{id} \) (line 05) is an example of a built-in constant flow. Each message queue of a constant flow contains only a single message. In case of \( \text{id} \), the value of this message is a globally unique numeric identifier of the proxy’s location. Constant flows participate in computation just like any other flows; for example, whenever \( \text{lock} \) internally connects to \( \text{stable}, \text{select} \), it copies the (single) message from \( \text{id} \) into \( \text{candidate} \). Every occurrence of a numeric or Boolean constant (rule R12) also defines a constant flow; in this case, messages in all queues carry the same value. The language also supports tuple constants of the form \( \{q_1, ..., q_k\} \), and set constants: \( \varnothing, \{q_1, ..., q_k\} \).

The built-in message types (rule R15) include Integer (\( \text{int} \)) and Boolean (\( \text{bool} \)); these can be further combined into tuple types (denoted as \( \langle 1, ..., k \rangle \)) and set types (denoted as \( \{t\} \)). Supporting custom, user-defined types would be helpful, but to keep it simple, we limit ourselves to the built-in types. The integer set type \( \{\text{int}\} \) is particularly useful; it enables batched processing (we discuss one example of this in Section 2.4.1).

Standard types come with logical \( (\neg, \land, \lor) \), comparison \( (\neq, \leq, <, \geq, \text{and} >) \), arithmetic \( (+, -, *, +, \text{and} /) \), and set operators \( (\cup, \cap, \setminus, \in, \varnothing, \subseteq, \subset, \supseteq, \supset) \). One can construct sets \( \{x_1, ..., x_k\} \) and tuples \( \langle x_1, ..., x_k \rangle \) from elements, remove elements from tuples \( x_{\alpha} | n \) is the element at \( n \)-th position \), and define ranges of numbers \( \{x_1, x_2\} \) is only supported for \( x_1, x_2 \) numeric; it represents the set \( \{n \in \mathbb{N} | n_1 \leq n \leq n_2 \} \), where \( n_1, n_2 \) are the values of \( x_1, x_2 \). Finally, one can apply aggregation operators in prefix notation \( q(x_1, ..., x_k) \), where \( g \) can be any of: \( \text{min}, \text{max}, \text{or} \) (alternative), and \( \text{and} \) (conjunction), \( \text{add} \) (sum), \( \text{mul} \) (product), \( \text{union} \), or \( \text{intersect} \) (intersection).

The way these are interpreted is discussed in Section 2.4.3.

The remaining language constructs are described later. To conclude this section, we need to make a comment about the peculiar set arithmetic used in our language. The representation of sets could, in general, consume a lot of space, but our language is designed to support high-performance protocols that might need to run with limited network bandwidth. This means that when transmitted over the network or aggregated across sets of machines, set values may need to be truncated.

Accordingly, at runtime each set value \( A \) is actually represented as a pair \( (A^+, A^-) \), where \( A^+ \) is the set of elements that definitely belong to \( A \), and \( A^- \) is the set of elements that definitely do not belong to \( A \); for all other elements, it is undefined. Set operations are then defined to preserve as much information as possible; for example, in the union \( A \cup B \), we can only guarantee that elements \( A^+ \cup B^+ \) are in the result. Formal definitions of the four basic operators are as follows:

\[
(A^+, A^-) \cup (B^+, B^-) = (A^+ \cup B^+, A^- \cap B^-),
\]

\[
(A^+, A^-) \cap (B^+, B^-) = (A^\cap B^+, A^- \cup B^-),
\]

\[
(A^+, A^-) \setminus (B^+, B^-) = (A^\cap B^-, A^- \cup B^+),
\]

\[
(A^+, A^-)' = (A^-, A^+).
\]

In particular, values of type \( \{\text{int}\} \) are represented as tuples of the form \( \langle a, (a_1, b_1), (a_2, b_2), ..., (a_k, b_k), b \rangle \). Whether \( n \) is in the set is defined if \( a \leq n \leq b \) (and undefined otherwise); if it’s defined, \( n \) is in the set iff \( \exists 1 \leq i \leq k \ a_i \leq n \leq b_i \). In our simulations, this representation proved to have a fairly small CPU and space overhead [38]; we discuss it in Section 2.4.1.

2.4 Dependencies

Dependencies are the basic building blocks in our language. We distinguish four kinds of these: \textit{disseminations}, transformations, aggregations, and distributions.

2.4.1 Disseminations

This is the simplest of dependencies. Flow \( \beta \in \mathcal{F} \) is a dissemination of \( \alpha \in \mathcal{F} \) if each value appearing in \( \beta \) has appeared previously in \( \alpha \), at the same or some other location:

\[
\forall_{m \in \beta} \exists_{m' \in \alpha} \nu(m') = \nu(m) \land \tau(m') < \tau(m). \tag{13}
\]

| Figure 10. A simple form of loss recovery: \( \text{recv} \) carries sets of identifiers of network packets locally received at the given location (line 01) into the object, and \( \text{fwd} \) carries forwarding requests out of it. Each node forwards to a certain other node packets that are available locally, but not remotely (line 02). |
| Figure 11. The loss recovery object \( \text{repair} \) from Figure 10 only deals with control decisions: it detects packet losses and issues forward requests; another object \( \text{multicast} \) that interfaces it handles the actual transmissions, caching, interacts with the application, and report its local state to \( \text{repair} \). For the two non-local disseminations \( \text{other addr} \) and \( \text{other recv} \) in the \( \text{repair} \) object, each proxy pulls messages into its local queue from a remote queue maintained by some other proxy. |
Message $m$ in this equation is said to depend on message $m'$ provided the value. Dissemination $\beta$ is local if the latter flows at the same location (that is, if equation (13) still holds after appending to it the extra condition “$\forall x(\chi(m') = \chi(m))$”).

In our lock example (Figure 6), owner is a local dissemination of the output flow leader of the embedded object stable select. As mentioned earlier, we implement this by locally pulling messages from the leader queue, and copying them to the owner queue, independently on each proxy (Figure 9).

To more accurately describe the way dependencies work, we characterize them through their membership and selector functions. In case of dissemination, memberships form family of partial functions $\mu_x : K \rightarrow X$, and selectors are partial functions $\sigma_x : K \rightarrow X$, for each $x \in X$, where $\text{dom}(\mu_x) = \text{dom}(\sigma_x) = \{k \in K | \exists m \in \beta \chi(m) = x \land \kappa(m) = k\}$. For each message $m \in \beta$, if its location is $x = \chi(m)$ and version is $k = \kappa(m)$, then the location of the original message $m' \in \alpha$ that $m$ depends on is $\mu_x(k)$, and its version is $\sigma_x(k)$.

Using this new notation, one can then express $\beta$ as follows:

$$\beta_x(k) = \alpha_{\mu_x}(\sigma_x(k)). \quad (14)$$

Note how subscript $\mu_x(k)$ in $\alpha_{\mu_x}(\sigma_x(k))$ selects location, and the argument $\sigma_x(k)$ selects version. The above notation stresses the functional nature of dependencies, and helps distinguish their different flavors, e.g., in a local dependency $\mu_x(k) = x$.

Dissemination is in-order if for every two messages in $\beta$ that flow at the same location, if one has larger version than the other, then the versions of messages in $\alpha$ they depend on are in a similar relation; formally, this requires that selectors are monotonic, i.e., $\forall x \in X : k, k' \in K \Rightarrow \kappa(k) \leq \kappa(k') \Rightarrow \sigma_x(k) \leq \sigma_x(k')$. Intuitively, it means that when pulling messages, each queue tries to keep only the fresh ones, and ignore the old ones. In our language, disseminations are in-order by default.

Now, let’s analyze an important example of non-local dissemination, which additionally illustrates batch processing.

Example 2. Object repair (Figure 10) implements a simple form of multicast loss recovery: pairs of proxies compare sets of identifiers of all network packets received locally, and whenever one of them finds that it has packets that a certain other node is missing, it generates a forwarding request. Our object doesn’t deal with the physical network transmissions; we assume it is connected to another object that performs all the low-level tasks. Object repair implements only core decision logic: it detects when losses occur, and decides which nodes should forward data to which other nodes (Figure 11). This general pattern of use applies to all protocols presented in this paper (our platform [1] supports such compositions).

Flow $\text{addr}$ carries into each proxy of repair the network address at which its local node can receive network packets forwarded by other nodes. Flow $\text{recv}$ of the integer set type $\{\text{int}\}$ carries into it sets of identifiers of all packets received locally. For example, if at time $t$, the proxy of multicast at node $x$ receives packets with identifiers $28..29$ from the network, and it has previously received packets with identifiers $1..25$, then the proxy $\text{multicast}_x$ will send to its locally connected proxy $\text{repair}_x$ a message with value $\{1..25, 28..29\}$; formally, $\exists k \in K \{x, t, k, \{1..25, 28..29\}\} \in \text{recv}$ (Figure 12).

Flow $\text{fwd}$ carries sets of forwarding requests. Its values are sets of pairs $(a, S)$, in which $a$ is the address of the node that should receive the forwarded packets, and $S$ is the set of identifiers of all those packets. For example, a request that $x$ forward packets $1..5$ to $\text{lion}$ and packets $8..9$ to $\text{tiger}$ would be modeled as $\text{fwd}_x(k) = \{(\text{lion}, \{1..5\}), (\text{tiger}, \{8..9\})\}$. Proxies of repair produce such values in line 02, by comparing the values received in $\text{recv}$ locally and elsewhere.

Notice the use of other $\text{recv}$ in line 02 on Figure 10. In general, the construct other $i$, where $i$ is a flow name, represents what one might think of as a “shifted” flow: each proxy fetches a value appearing in flow $i$ at its neighboring proxy;
thus, the values of other recv at a given proxy will be sets of identifiers of messages received by its neighbor. The neighboring proxy is the same for each occurrence of other i. It can change over time, but it always does so atomically with respect to computation performed by the proxy. Neighboring relationships are asymmetric. The runtime ensures that they are configured so that if we represent them as a graph, at any point in time one can travel from any point in such graph to any other point; in other words, information in each proxy eventually affects information in every other proxy, directly or indirectly. This can be implemented in a variety of ways, e.g., by organizing the proxies into token rings, where each proxy sets the successor on the ring as its neighbor, strongly connected trees, where each proxy periodically switches between neighbors in the tree, or randomized gossip protocols.

We’d like to highlight one important aspect of this example: thanks to our use of set arithmetic, in a single step in the computation information about multiple application events can be processed simultaneously, in batch mode (Figure 12); for example, if one proxy received messages with identifiers 1..1000, and its neighbor 1..950, expression recv\other recv in line 02 yields a forwarding request for packets 951..1000, all at once. This way, control traffic running at rates as low as 1..1000, and its neighbor 1..950, expression identifiers of messages received by its neighbor. The neighbor, as a transformation on n
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Let’s try to estimate the gain. Suppose packet loss occurs at random with probability p, and that set values are encoded as numeric ranges, as explained at the end of Section 2.3 (we used this encoding successfully in our simulations [38], and in our earlier high-performance multicast implementations). Let λ(p) be the average number of consecutive packets that are either all lost or all received by a node; it’s easy to check that λ(p) = (p·(1 − p))−1−2, and if p is small, λ(p) ≈ 1/p. Let the maximum size that can be occupied by each set value in memory or in a network packet be B bits, and suppose that besides a tiny header that encodes the first identifier that is or isn’t in the set, almost all of the remaining bits are used to store a list of B-bit numbers; each of these is the length of a single series of consecutive identifiers that are (or not) in the encoded set value. For example in value 1..25, 28..29, the header would specify that the first identifier is 1, and it is in the set, and it would be followed by three B-bit numbers: 25, 2, 2, indicating that starting with 1, there are 25 consecutive identifiers in the set (1..25), then 2 not in the set (26..27), and then again 2 in the set (28..29). With B bits, one can encode information about S/B series of consecutive identifiers (ignoring the header), each series of length L(p) on average. The total number of identifiers for which the information of whether they are (or not) in the set can be encoded in a single set value is ≈ S/(Bp). For example, if loss rate is p = 1%, we allow 4 KB space per value, and B = 16 bits, each value could carry information about ≈ 2000 identifiers on average. If the multicast rate is at the order of 2000 packets/s or less, it would suffice for computations in our language to fire (and for set values to be disseminated) as rarely as once a second.

2.4.2 Transformations

Flow β ∈ F is a transformation over flows α1, .., αn ∈ F if there exists an n-argument function Ψ : Vn → V such that for each message m ∈ β in this flow, its value ν(m) can be represented as a result of applying function Ψ to a list of values that appeared in flows αi (a single value from each):

∀m∈β ∃m′∈α1 . . . ∃m′n∈αn (νi τ(m′i) < τ(m)) ∧ . . . ∧ ν(m) = Ψ(ν(m′), . . . ν(m′n)) . (15)

Message m is said to depend on all m′i used in the equation. Transformation is local if m and m′i appear at the same location (if we can append ∀i ∈ X m′i = m in equation (15)). Every occurrence of a logical, arithmetic, comparison, or aggregation operator in an expression defines a local transformation (except for the pattern a1 .. an g i in rule R18, which is an aggregation; this is discussed in the following section).

In example lock, in line 05, we define holds as a transformation on wants, owner, and id, with Ψ(v1, v2, v3) = true if v1 ∧ (v2 = v3), else false. In example repair, in line 02, we define fwd as a transformation on other addr, recv, and other recv, with Ψ(v1, v2, v3) = (v1, v2 \ v3) (Figure 11).

One can characterize a transformation via its membership functions μx : K → X, and selector functions σx : K → K, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, x ∈ X, as follows (the domains and meaning of μx and σx are defined just as we did it for dissemination):

βx(k) = Ψ(· · · , αix(k)(σx(k), · · · ) . (16)

Transformation is in-order if all selectors are monotonic. By default, all transformations in our language are local and in-order: μx = μx’, for x ≠ x’ and σx(k) ≤ σx(k’) for k ≤ k’.

2.4.3 Aggregations

Aggregation is the core concept in our language; it allows us to achieve strong semantics. Unlike dissemination and trans-
formation, aggregation generally requires proxies to cooperate. This can be facilitated by an external membership service (MS): proxies can use it to self-organize into a group, and perform aggregations together (Figure 13, 14, 15, and 16).

Flow $\beta$ is an aggregation on flow $\alpha$ if every value flowing in $\beta$ can be represented as a result of applying some associative commutative binary operator $\otimes : \mathcal{V} \times \mathcal{V} \rightarrow \mathcal{V}$ to some set of values that have previously appeared in $\alpha$:

$$\forall m \in \beta \exists S \subseteq \alpha \left| S \right| < \infty \land \left( \forall m' \in S \tau(m') \prec \tau(m) \right) \land \ldots$$

$$\ldots \land \nu(m) = \bigotimes_{m' \in S} \nu(m'). \quad (17)$$

The standard aggregation operators listed in rule R06 are all associative and commutative, and can be substituted for $g$ in the pattern $i_1 := a_1 \ldots a_k \ g \ i_2$ to define $i_1$ as an aggregation over $i_2$. Attributes $a_i$ are used to customize the way in which aggregation is performed; this is discussed below.

As with disseminations and transformations, we can characterize aggregations by their memberships $\mu_x : \mathcal{K} \rightarrow \mathcal{P}(\mathcal{X})$ and selectors $\sigma^y_x : \mathcal{K} \rightarrow \mathcal{X}$, for $x, y \in \mathcal{X}$. Each membership $\mu_x$, given a version $k \in \mathcal{K}(\beta)$ of some messages in $\beta$, selects a set of locations in $\alpha$, and for each location $y \in \mu_x(k)$, the selector $\sigma^y_x(k)$ further specifies the version of a message that this location contributes to the aggregation (Figure 15):

$$\beta_x(k) = \bigotimes_{y \in \mu_x(k)} \sigma^y_x(k). \quad (18)$$

Aggregation is in-order if the selectors $\sigma^y_x$ are monotonic. It is coordinated if memberships and selectors are identical at different locations $x$, i.e., $\mu_x = \mu_{x'} \land \sigma^y_x = \sigma^y_{x'}$, for $x \neq x'$; intuitively, this means that when aggregating values with the same version, different proxies select the same locations and the same versions at those locations in order to calculate their results. Finally, aggregation is complete if every permanent location of $\alpha$ eventually starts to contribute its value to every subsequent aggregation in $\beta$. By default, aggregations in our language have all these properties unless explicitly annotated as unordered, uncoordinated, or incomplete (rule R01). To root things in physical reality, let’s see how to implement such aggregation if nodes self-organize as a token ring with the help of an external membership service (Figure 16). Aggregations are performed in rounds: a token is circulated with the partial result that each node contributes to by merging the result with its local value, then passing it further on, and the final aggregation results are tagged with versions of the form $k = (i, j)$, where $i$ is the number of the membership view, and $j$ is the number of the token round in the view$^5$.

The in-order property is achieved if nodes contribute the latest local values they got. Coordination is achieved because aggregation results are collected by a single node and handed out to everyone. Completeness follows from the fact that the membership view specifies who precisely is in the ring, and permanent locations remain in the membership view forever.

It’s not hard to see that coordinated aggregation is consistent; our aggregations are thus consistent by default. In fact, many classes of aggregations are easily proven to be strongly monotonic. To explain this, we need a few extra definitions.

An aggregation operator $\otimes$ is monotonic if it satisfies the first of the following two equations, and it is a lower bound if it additionally satisfies the second one:

$$\forall v_1, v_2, v_3 \in \mathcal{V} \ v_1 \leq v_2 \Rightarrow v_1 \otimes v_3 \leq v_2 \otimes v_3, \quad (19)$$

$$\forall v_1, v_2 \in \mathcal{V} \ v_1 \otimes v_2 \leq v_1. \quad (20)$$

\footnote{Full details of the runtime infrastructure and distributed protocols used to support aggregation are beyond the scope of this paper; they will be presented in a journal paper. The key concepts have been implemented and tested [38].}
All standard aggregation operators in our language (rule R06) are monotonic, and and, min, and intersect are lower bounds.

A coordinated aggregation $\beta$ on $\alpha$ is guarded if each time a new node joins the subsequent aggregation, it ensures that the value it will contribute is not smaller than either partial or full result of the ongoing or the immediately preceding aggregation. In the scenario on Figure 16, it means that each time a node is about to place its local value into the token or merge its local value with the one in the token (steps 1, 4, 7), it has to double-check that the local value is no smaller than the result of the preceding aggregation; if it is, the node can’t contribute its local value now and has to wait until it grows.

Formally, for all pairs of subsequent versions $k < k'$ in $\beta$ (i.e., such that $\neg \exists k'' : k < k'' < k'$), and for every location $y$ joining the aggregation at version $k'$ ($y \in \mu_\nu(k') \setminus \mu_\nu(k)$):

$$
\exists S \subseteq \mu_\nu(k) \left( \alpha_y(\sigma_y^k(k')) \geq \bigotimes_{z \in S} \alpha_z(\sigma_z^k(k)) \right). \quad (21)
$$

Aggregation in our language is not guarded by default, but it can be easily made such. Recall that conditional where $(x) \ c$ locally deactivates dependencies in $c$ at a given proxy when condition $x$ at this proxy locally evaluates to false, that is, as soon as a message carrying value false appears in the local queue of the flow that is carrying the results of expression $x$. In case of aggregations in $c$, being locally deactivated means that the given proxy contributes values from its local queues only at the times when condition $x$ locally holds. Earlier, we stated that aggregation is complete by default, but where $(x)$ creates an exception: aggregation by default runs among all proxies in the group except those explicitly excluded from it by the where clause. Now, consider the following pattern:

$$
\text{where (fresh $\beta \land \beta \leq \alpha$) $\beta := \S$;} . \quad (22)
$$

Expression of the form fresh $\beta$ locally evaluates to true on a given proxy when the proxy is sure it has the latest possible value of $\beta$. This feature is easy to implement if aggregation is performed using a token ring protocol under the control of a membership service (as discussed earlier); as soon as a proxy joins the ring, all tokens carrying partial results pass through it, so it always knows which version was the latest.

At this point, we need to make one important change: in general, it is possible that all nodes crash or simultaneously leave the protocol, and later the protocol resumes with a new set of entirely different nodes. In such situations, of course, there’s no way that the new nodes can learn the results of past aggregations, or even determine what was the latest version. Thus, aggregation couldn’t be guarded (or even consistent) if the flow could span such events. Accordingly, when such an event occurs, we assume that the existing flow ends, and a new instance of it begins; we say that the flow has rebooted.

The runtime infrastructure can detect such events: it can tell if the membership dropped to zero or changed so fast that the underlying protocols couldn’t propagate information across membership views. We omit the low-level details for brevity.

In the light of this discussion, $\beta$ in pattern (22) is a guarded aggregation over flow $\alpha$ using a lower bound operator $\S$, and $\alpha$ is weakly monotonic, then $\beta$ is (strongly) monotonic.

**Proof.** The full proof can be found in our tech report [38].
1. In pattern (22), if $\alpha$ is weakly monotonic, and $\otimes$ is a lower bound, then $\beta$ is (strongly) monotonic.

Proof. This comes from Theorem 2.1, the fact that by default aggregations are in-order, and the fact that $\beta$ is guarded.

Now, let’s analyze a few practical uses of such aggregations.

Example 3. Object `stable_elect` (Figure 17) implements the leader election protocol embedded in object `lock` from Example 1. A weakly increasing input flow `candidate` carries the identifiers of all candidates, and an increasing output flow `leader` carries the identifier of the leader. The internal flow `elected` is used to select the smallest identifier of a candidate (line 04); this candidate is chosen to be the leader.

Since `candidate` is weakly increasing, we can use Corollary 2.1 to deduce that `elected` is monotonic. Now, since aggregation is complete, once the leader starts to participate and gets elected, it bounds all further results from above with its own identifier until it quits the protocol. Hence, once the leader is elected, it continues to be elected. Candidates with identifiers smaller than the leader are held off by `where`; they wait until all others quit, causing the protocol to reboot.

Example 4. Object `synchronize` (Figure 18) allows a set of nodes to coordinate execution in phases, with the property that no node is permitted to enter the next phase until everyone reports they’ve finished working on the current one. The last phase entered by the local proxy is reported in the input flow `ready`, and the next phase the proxy is allowed to enter is reported in the output flow `phase`. The strongly increasing internal flow `done` represents the phase all proxies entered. Monotonicity of `done` again follows from Corollary 2.1.

Example 5. Object `stabilize` (Figure 19) computes the set of identifiers of packets that have been received by all nodes in the system (`stable`); it does so by intersecting sets of identifiers of packets received by individual nodes (`recv`). Flow `stable` is strongly monotonic: packets reported as stable will forever keep being reported as such; in order words, the decision to report a packet as stable, once taken, is irreversible; this is guaranteed by Corollary 2.1. This irreversibility property is very useful: for example, if packets represent requests in a replicated database, each replica can safely process a request as soon as it knows the request is stable; it can safely do so, for other replicas will eventually also do the same.

Example 6. Object `decide` (Figure 20) implements a simple decision protocol. We assume that there exists a globally ordered sequence of proposals, and that nodes need to globally agree on which proposals to accept; a proposal is globally accepted only if all nodes accept it. Global decisions are final and irreversible, and respected by everyone. Freshly joined nodes don’t immediately have the rights to veto decisions, but they are always eventually recognized by the group as first-class citizens, and can henceforth veto any proposals.

Our protocol has a weakness; it can lead to starvation. There are numerous ways to fix this; the different solutions will be discussed in a journal article.

The input flow `yes` carries sets of identifiers of proposals that the individual nodes wish to be accepted, and `no` carries sets of identifiers of proposals that individual nodes wish to be rejected. This set encoding is similar in spirit to the one from Example 2. Output flows `accepted` and `rejected` carry sets of identifiers of proposals globally accepted or rejected; these are just copied from internal flows `accept` and `reject`. Internal flows `positive` and `negative` carry sets of identifiers of proposals for which individual proxies will vote yes or no, respectively. They are different from `yes` and `no` because the local preferences of newly joining proxies might be ignored until they are fully synchronized with the rest of the group.
Corollary 2.1 again ensures us that accepted and rejected are monotonic (and that decisions are irreversible) if positive and negative are weakly monotonic. The latter, and the fact that accepted and rejected are disjoint, is a consequence of the way where clauses are nested, and the fact that processing each event on a proxy is done atomically. Full proof, and discussion of the forms of distributed agreement expressible in our flow language, are beyond the scope of this paper.

In general, monotonic aggregations based on pattern (22) and Corollary 2.1 could be used to reliably make and remember any type of consistent, irreversible distributed decisions, and retain state in the presence of churn. Other example uses include controlling atomic delivery or cleanup in a multicast protocol, total ordering, and distributed commit protocols.

Our aggregation has one powerful property we haven’t revealed yet; it can be composed recursively, yielding scalable hierarchical implementations. We discuss this in Section 2.5.

### 2.4.4 Distributions

Whereas aggregation works to compute global values from sets of local values fed by the participants, distribution does the converse: it decomposes a global value into pieces, and passes each piece to a single participant. Flow β is a distribution of α if it can be represented as a result of the following process: we take a subset of messages α′ ⊆ α, and for each message m ∈ α′, we split the value v = ν(m) in this message into a set of values v₁,...,vₙ that aggregate back to v, i.e., such that v = ∪₁≤i≤n vᵢ. We then place these values in messages in β, with timestamps no smaller than τ(m).

In our language, distribution is currently only supported for set values and the union operator ∪; splitting a set value v means partitioning the set into subsets vᵢ such that v = ∪vᵢ. It is expressed by pattern some i (rule R09), where i is a flow name; the flow must be consistent. Each time a new set value appears in i, it is passed around, every proxy removes some elements from the set, and places them into its local queue (the process is essentially the opposite of the one Figure 16).

The space limit precludes us from discussing distribution in much detail; one example use of it is shown in Example 8.

### 2.5 Recursion

In Section 2.3, we explained that referring to other objects in code using pattern i₁,...,iₖ=[h]iₛ[x₁,...xₖ] embeds proxies of object i within the proxies of the object being defined (Example 1, Figure 8). What should happen if an object recursively refers to itself? Naive recursion, of course, should be (and is) forbidden, for it would result in infinite chains of recursively nested proxies, which are infeasible. In this section, we demonstrate that recursion can be made useful, as a way of modeling scalable, hierarchical architectures.

By default, an occurrence of i₁,...,iₖ=[h]iₛ[x₁,...xₖ] with object name i in a dependency, or object |h |iₛ |i' in the variables section, declares an embedded object that runs across the set of all recursively embedded proxies. If the declaration of an embedded object is preceded with independently, however, the full set of embedded proxies on different machines may be partitioned by the runtime environment into multiple

---

### Figure 21

If the pattern i₁,...,iₖ=[h]iₛ[x₁,...xₖ] is used in the code of object A, the embedded proxies of B may be partitioned into multiple subsets (here B₁⁽¹⁾,...,Bₙ⁽¹⁾ and B₁⁽²⁾,...,Bₙ⁽²⁾), where each subset runs its own independent instance of object B (B⁽¹⁾ and B⁽²⁾). The two instances don’t interact with one-another; in particular, each of them performs aggregations separately, among its own proxies.

### Figure 22

Object scalable_elect (Figure 23) with its recursive self-embeddings fully expanded, running on four nodes. Object A⁽¹⁾ (scalable_elect) runs on all four proxies. Object B⁽¹⁾ is the instance of stable_elect embedded in A⁽¹⁾ (see line 08); it also runs on four proxies. Objects A⁽²⁾ and A⁽³⁾ are two instances of scalable_elect embedded in A⁽¹⁾ using independently (line 07); each runs on just half of the proxies. Proxies of A⁽²⁾ do not interact with proxies of A⁽³⁾. Objects B⁽²⁾ and B⁽³⁾ are the instances of stable_elect embedded in A⁽²⁾ and A⁽³⁾, respectively. Finally, A⁽⁴⁾ and A⁽⁵⁾ are the instances of scalable_elect embedded in A⁽²⁾, whereas A⁽⁶⁾ and A⁽⁷⁾ are instances of scalable_elect used by A⁽³⁾. Neither of A⁽⁴⁾, A⁽⁵⁾, A⁽⁶⁾, or A⁽⁷⁾ embeds anything; singleton holds on their proxies, and only the code in line 03 is active.
Recursion in our language is permitted only if used with independently. Mutual recursion is also allowed in this case, and it’s handled in the same way. Each occurrence of \( i_1, \ldots, i_k := (x_1, \ldots, x_k) \) that would normally create a cycle must be annotated with independently.

If an object recursively embeds itself with this pattern, its embedded instances can also partition their sets of proxies into subgroups, and recursively embed more instances of the same object. This embedding and partitioning would continue recursively till we end up with singleton instances of the object, i.e., instances that run on only one proxy (Figure 22). To terminate recursion at this point, we introduce singleton, an expression that locally evaluates to true on a proxy if it’s the only one running the object instance to which it belongs.

Before we explain how we can achieve scalability through recursion, let’s analyze one example use of this new feature.

**Example 7.** Object scalable_elect (Figure 23) is a hierarchical variant of the stable_elect object (Example 3). In the spirit of divide and conquer, object scalable_elect first partitions proxies on which it runs into subsets, and lets embedded instances of itself running on those subsets find local leaders (line 07; consult also Figure 22 and Figure 24). Each embedded instance of scalable_elect produces a consistent output flow leader. The internal flow local_leader is a union of these. Although leader is strongly increasing and consistent, local_leader, as a union of such flows, is not consistent, and just weakly increasing. To get a global leader, local_leader is fed into the original stable_elect (from Figure 17).

At first, it may not be clear that we gained much, for in the end, we still invoke stable_elect, but notice that local_leader passed as an input to stable_elect is, in a sense, partially processed; subsets of proxies have already elected local leaders, and just a few candidates are left to compete, so stable_elect has less work to do. Indeed, for every subset of proxies created independently, the output of the embedded instance of scalable_elect running on them is consistent: they already agreed on a leader. If so, there’s no need for more than one of these proxies to feed its output to stable_elect (Figure 25).

If the independently clause never splits work among more than \( N \) instances of scalable_elect (in the example on Figure 22 we use \( N = 2 \)), then no instance of stable_elect, at any level in the hierarchy, has to run on more than \( N \) proxies (we don’t need output from more than one proxy from each embedded instance of scalable_elect). Thus, by using recursion, we’ve effectively transformed a very large problem that requires a scalable protocol into a hierarchy of subproblems that can be handled by our non-scalable object stable_elect.

The observation we just made can be generalized: it’s not hard to see that if every input flow of an object is consistent, and the object doesn’t internally use inconsistent flows such as id, then the output flows are also consistent, and the values in these output flows will not change if a single proxy leaves. In other words, if the object consumes only consistent flows, the output is copied to the only instance of object (Example 3). In other words, if the object consumes only consistent flows, the output is copied to the only instance of object (Example 3). In other words, if the object consumes only consistent flows, the output is copied to the only instance of object (Example 3). In other words, if the object consumes only consistent flows, the output is copied to the only instance of object (Example 3). In other words, if the object consumes only consistent flows, the output is copied to the only instance of object (Example 3). In other words, if the object consumes only consistent flows, the output is copied to the only instance of object (Example 3). In other words, if the object consumes only consistent flows, the output is copied to the only instance of object (Example 3). In other words, if the object consumes only consistent flows, the output is copied to the only instance of object (Example 3). In other words, if the object consumes only consistent flows, the output is copied to the only instance of object (Example 3). In other words, if the object consumes only consistent flows, the output is copied to the only instance of object (Example 3). In other words, if the object consumes only consistent flows, the output is copied to the only instance of object (Example 3). In other words, if the object consumes only consistent flows, the output is copied to the only instance of object (Example 3).

Figure 23. A hierarchical variant of leader election that uses recursion (line 07) to partition its work, and then employs the nonscalable stable_elect to combine partial results (line 08). This program can be automatically translated into hierarchical, scalable architectures similar to the one on Figure 22.

Figure 24. Dependencies in the scalable_elect object \( A^{(1)} \), in the scenario shown on Figure 22. Candidate ids are passed to embedded scalable_elect objects \( A^{(2)} \) and \( A^{(3)} \) (line 07). The output is copied to local_leader, and fed to the embedded stable_elect object \( B^{(1)} \); its output is the result (line 08).

Figure 25. The flow appearing at the output of proxies \( A^{(2)}_1 \) and \( A^{(2)}_2 \) of the embedded object \( A^{(2)} \) is consistent. There is no need for more than one of the proxies to feed its output to the embedded stable_elect object \( B^{(1)} \). Instead, only one of the outputs is used. Proxy \( B^{(1)}_2 \) is never created. The output that \( B^{(1)}_2 \) was supposed to produce is taken from proxy \( B^{(1)}_1 \).
then no particular proxy has anything to offer over any of the other proxies; they’re all processing the same information. In fact, it suffices if one proxy does the job and delivers the result to all the others. This is exactly what happened in our example on Figure 25: the output flow leader of the embedded scalable_elect instance \(A(2)\) is consistent, so there is no need for both \(A_1(2)\) and \(A_2(2)\) to feed their outputs to \(B(1)\). The compiler and runtime can determine this fully automatically, simply by looking at the types of flows in the protocol code. Indeed, proxy elimination we just discussed is essentially a compiler optimization: we transform an executable structure (a graph of proxies, message queues, and the links between them) generated from the source code (Figure 23) so that we can improve performance without modifying the semantics.

Due to limited space and to keep our presentation simple, we omit the detailed step-by-step description of how a hierarchical structure of the sort shown here is deployed; the key ideas and the correctness argument can be found in our other work [36, 38]. Indeed, the reader will undoubtedly have noticed that there are many possible ways to build and maintain such hierarchies. In the introduction, we postulated the separation of concerns between the semantics of the protocol and implementation details such as the method of aggregation or the way nodes are organized into scalable structures. This is precisely what we have achieved by building semantics upon the abstract concept of aggregation and abstracting away hierarchy via recursion. The semantics of code on Figure 23 won’t change if aggregations are performed using trees instead of token rings, if independently partitions a particular set of proxies into more or fewer subsets, or if the hierarchy has more or fewer layers, or if it is imbalanced. Moreover, as demonstrated through examples, the same tiny set of simple language constructs is used across a variety of protocols, and every compiler optimization or runtime mechanism we develop is going to automatically benefit all these protocols.

To conclude, we’ll present one example of a hierarchical protocol that can benefit from certain types of optimizations.

**Example 8.** Object scalable_repair (Figure 26) is a hierarchical variant of the loss recovery object from Example 2. Each instance of local_repair computes the set of identifiers of packets that are stable (received everywhere) and seen (received somewhere) in the subset of proxies it spans; this is done by first determining which packets are stable and seen on subsets of proxies (this is done by recursively embedded instances local_repair, line 20), and then aggregating partial results using \(\bigcap\) for stable (a packet is stable on all proxies if it’s stable on each of the subsets of proxies) and \(\bigcup\) for seen (a packet is seen among all proxies if it’s seen in any of the subsets) (lines 23 and 24). Each instance of local_repair also elects one contact address (leader) at which one of its proxies can receive packets forwarded from elsewhere (line 22).

Similarly to instances of scalable_elect (Figure 22), here different instances of local_repair also span different portions of the system: the instance embedded directly in scalable_repair spans the entire system (it runs on all nodes involved in loss recovery), the instances recursively embedded span parts of it, and those within which singleton holds span individual nodes. The stable, seen, and leader values flowing at the outputs of all the different instances of scalable_elect thus represent aggregate states, calculated hierarchically, bottom-up, for larger and larger portions of the system.

In every instance of local_repair, proxies compare their status (line 26). If one finds packets that are stable on its own portion of the network, but not seen in another portion of the network, it generates a forwarding request. The destination is set to be the contact address for the portion of the network that is missing packets (line 25). The request is then pushed top-down, along with some of the requests from upper levels in the hierarchy (note the use of distribution in line 25).  

In essence, this protocol tries to recover packets as locally as possible: only if an entire group of nodes has missed the packet, the instance of local_repair running on them reports the packet as not seen, thus prompting some proxy elsewhere in the system to forward it. Now, suppose that independently partitions proxies in such a way that proxies closer in latency or some other network metric are more likely to be clustered together. Consequently, packet forwarding requested by our protocol will more likely occur between pairs of nodes close to one-another; the protocol will thus become locality-aware.

```c
01: object scalable_repair(int addr, {int} recv)
02:  : {{int, {int}}} fwd {
03:     same int leader;
04:     same {int} seen, stable;
05:     fwd, leader, seen, stable := local_repair(addr, recv, 0);
06: }
07: object local_repair(int addr, {int} recv,
08:             same {{int, {int}}} todo;
09:     : {{int, {int}}} fwd, same int leader,
10:     same {int} seen, same {int} stable {
11:     where singleton {
12:         fwd := todo;
13:         seen := recv;
14:         stable := recv;
15:         } elsewhere {
16:             {{int, {int}}} local_todo;
17:             int local_leader;
18:             {int} local_seen, local_stable;
19:             fwd, local_leader, local_seen, local_stable :=
20:                 independently local_repair(  
21:                     addr, recv, local_todo);
22:             leader := min local_leader;
23:             seen := union local_seen;
24:             stable := intersect local_stable;
25:             local_todo := some todo \ {{other local leader,
26:                 local_stable \ other local_seen });
27:     }
```

**Figure 26.** A hierarchical version of the loss recovery object repair from Figure 10. Object scalable_repair acts merely as a wrapper to local_repair; the latter does the actual work.
3. Related Work

Most of the existing protocol-modeling languages are based on the finite state machine (FSM) model: every protocol participant (a proxy in our terminology) is represented as a finite automaton, with transitions triggered by timeouts, the receipt of network messages, or application requests. A programmer defines states and transitions, and the compiler translates the high-level FSM specification to executable code, automating aspects such as socket operations, serialization, logging, or verification. MACE [26] and nesC [18] are prominent examples of use of this approach in the context of loosely-coupled distributed systems. Earlier systems, such as Morpheus [2], RTAG [4], Esterel [6], Prolac [27], Estelle [47], SDL [47] or LOTOS [47], targeted point-to-point protocols such as TCP.

Besides translation to code, the FSM model has also been used for program analysis: high-level protocol specifications in Promela [21] and TLA [29] can be translated to FSMs for model checking. TLA is sufficiently expressive to accurately capture strong semantics such as distributed consensus [30]. Recent SOA/WS-* standards for describing peer-to-peer interactions, particularly WSCL [5], are also founded on FSM.

Researchers argued [26] that the FSM approach is natural to work with, for the FSM code resembles well-written code in Java/C++ while being far more concise. However, systems like MACE have been used mostly for loosely-coupled systems, such as DHTs or overlays. Expressing complex DMPs such as reliable multicast or agreement via states, transitions and point-to-point messages could be quite hard [11, 20, 23].

Also, as noted earlier, code that implements core semantics (making decisions, reconfiguration, state recovery) is mixed with code that builds distributed structures for dissemination or aggregation. To achieve the sort of concern separation we advocated earlier, we need a higher-level language.

P2 [31] is a higher-level model: it replaces explicit point-to-point communication with rules in Datalog that create dependencies between local variables at different nodes (similar in spirit to our non-local dissemination and transformation); point-to-point communication is then generated automatically. This results in compact code, but operating at this level, without tools such as consistent aggregations or membership that are built into our language, it may be hard or impossible to achieve stronger semantics; indeed, P2 has been used primarily in the context of overlays, DHTs, and routing. The same issue occurs with languages based on process calculi; they cannot express strong semantics [16]. In contrast to all these approaches, our language supports consistent aggregation, recursion, batched processing (via set arithmetic), and essential object-oriented features such as encapsulation.

There’s been much work on embedding group-like distributed abstractions in higher-level languages such as ML [28] or Java [14]; surveys can be found elsewhere [8, 36]. Unlike our work, these weren’t designed to construct protocols, but rather to embed entire existing protocols in strongly typed or object-oriented languages. BAST [17] goes further, in that it supports typed compositions, but protocol code in BAST is written in Java, much like in other composition frameworks: Spread [3], Ensemble [20], and Appia [34]. The reasons why we prefer a dedicated language have been articulated earlier.

Our flow dependencies are functional in spirit; in this sense, our work was inspired by I/O automata (IOA) [32], which pioneered the idea of modeling entire distributed systems as components that operate on event streams. However, IOA is a specification language, and doesn’t automatically yield executable code. Also, in comparison to IOA, our work is less focused on individual endpoints and their state, and more focused on flows. This creates flexibility that can be exploited to achieve the concern separation we postulated: we can run the same program over different aggregation, dissemination, batching mechanisms, or differently constructed hierarchies.

Data flows in the sense of asynchronous, massively parallel, pipelined processing, have a long tradition in areas such as VLSI or DBMS. They have also been applied to networking, e.g., in Click [35], and distributed computing, e.g., in P2 [31]. Data flows in those systems, however, are not distributed in the same sense as how we’ve defined it in Section 2.2: they are point-to-point event streams, and transformations on them are local. Although distributed data flow query engines such as Gamma [12], Volcano [19], or PIER [22] support the concept of hierarchical aggregation, they have been designed for data mining, not distributed coordination, and lack strong consistency properties of the sort discussed in Section 2.4.3. The same is true of aggregations in the context of sensor networks [10]; the properties targeted by those systems revolve around security, whereas our model is focused on reliability.

Many specific solutions employed in our work have been inspired by prior research: the use of set arithmetics in SETL [42], event-driven computing in SEDA [48], rule-based computing in Rête [15] and concern separation in aspect-oriented programming (AOP) [25], to name a few.

4. Conclusions

We proposed a new type of a programming language for distributed computing that abstracts away low-level details such as point-to-point communication, while retaining sufficient expressiveness to model complex DMPs such as distributed locking, agreement, election, or reliable multicast. Focusing on data flows, their functional dependencies, and distributed constructs such as consistent aggregation, and moving away from endpoint-centric aspects such as states and transitions, allows us to separate semantics from details such as methods of aggregation, construction or maintenance of the hierarchy. Our distributed data flow concept promotes concise code and can facilitate formal reasoning about global system behavior.
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